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“The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting.”
3
 

The world is speaking of cyber warfare today with enhanced capabilities of computer systems and 

networks. The annual Worldwide Cyber Threats report by the Director of National Intelligence 

identifies politically motivated actors as a growing reason for cyber attacks 
4
. It goes on to identify 

not just political but some threat vectors from smaller non-state bodies as well. Amassed both by 

state and non-state actors, cyber weapons have known to be used at multiple instances across the 

globe 
5
. Cyber warfare remains a popular phenomenon that still needs robust conceptualization 

efforts to be better explained in context. While there is a common understanding about traditional 

segments of war among scholars, say, submarine warfare or chemical warfare, developing such a 

consensus on cyber warfare does not seem plausible, at least in short term.
6
 

Due to technology capacitation over the last few decades, every country processes and stores 

information digitally, be it government secrets, military strategies or citizens‟ data. This has given 

birth to a long felt need for cyber-intelligent defences and the protection of high assurance computer 

systems. In pursuance of this goal, countries like USA and China have begun to tap on their 
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countries‟ digital capabilities to ensure readiness. Some even envisage a state-sponsored cyber war in 

the coming times. Computer technologies have undoubtedly reached a point where a nation state‟s 

military resources have the capability to cause injury and fight a war through the cyberspace. The 

adaptation of technology has become so pervasive and integrated with traditional technology that we 

are now in the era when weapons are not just guided, tracked and targeted by computers but 

computers have become weapons themselves. 
7
 

The threat landscape has only widened with technology taking the center stage of all critical services 

being provided to citizens. As dependence on computer systems is increasing, a huge portion of the 

cyber-attacks are being targeted at networks like military and strategy resources. Not just that, even 

with the participation of both the public and private sector parties in essential services such as 

distribution and generation of power, healthcare and transport etc., the lines between government, 

civil, and industrial systems are becoming increasingly blurred which is expanding the bounds of 

vulnerabilities. Undoubtedly, when one infrastructure element is attacked, it is capable of bringing 

down an entire country within a little fraction of time. Due to this, there has been exponential 

increase in cyber-attacks both state sponsored and non-state. Some might comprehend temporary 

shutdown of government websites and services as modes of cyber warfare but to the affected nation, 

it is sometimes even short of nuisance. The real threats: what started with Stuxnet back in 2009 as an 

attack against one nuclear facility has reached the shape of WannaCry in 2017 which infects millions 

of systems in a few seconds.
8
 Needless to say,cyber technologies have evolved much faster than the 

legal frameworks that govern them. The highly destructive scenarios and potential use of 

cyberwarfare techniques underscore the need for an unambiguous classification of possibilities and a 

standard of conduct for cyberwarfare which may be universally accepted. 

The Internet has infused all indispensable layers of our lives; the way we watch, the way we talk and 

entertain ourselves is all governed by the Internet
9
. This has opened gates for Ransomware type of 

Cyber Weapons like WannaCry and Petya globally because everyone ranging from deep pocketed 

firms to a broke restaurant server were victims. This is not just with the target victims but also with 

the target devices of Cyber Attacks: they range from smart power and gas utilities of the state to the 

IOT devices that citizens use, meaning that orchestrating a nationwide shutdown via cyber weapons 

is seemingly possible. Recent reports and claims suggest involvement of a nation-state in 

orchestrating such an attack.
10
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One of the challenge that the law has faced since the beginning of the 20
th

 century has been to adapt 

with the changes in technology. The cyberspace has been more challenging. There have been 

attempts at reaching a convention about using Information Systems in Armed Conflicts 
11

 and a 

treaty for the Cyber Space 
12

. 

Cyber Weapon: Definition, Description and Analysis 

The leading reference to Cyber Weapons is always indexed in the infamous Tallinn Manual which 

addresses the question of what constitutes a cyber weapon 
13

. It indicates that cyber weapons are 

tools of cyber warfare which are by design or use capable of causing either injury, damage, death or 

destruction, thereby matching the criterion of a cyber operation to be an attack 
14

. It has also been 

said to be a malware that irreversibly neutralizes centres of gravity in cyber-dependent economic, 

military, and political systems and infrastructure 
15

 hitch is not on point technically because then one 

could be looking at anything that can cause disruption per se. A layman definition of the word 

however, would be a weapon used to execute or launch a cyber attack. The usage of Cyber weapons 

may be classified into three broad categories: 

1. Civil usage of a Cyber Weapon  

a) Offensive: targeted defamation or trolling leading to any civil contravention or an action in tort, 

use of cyber weapons for information warfare domestically and exploiting any known/new capability 

to effect digital trespass and cause damage.  

b) Defensive: Removing strains of cyber weapons causing Information Warfare. Remotely activated 

jammers, DDOS tools activated by government agencies to ban or restrict the websites during law & 

order situations 
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c) Dual: Software‟s used for network administration and monitoring tools or DDOS tools, snooping 

tools, Botnet
 

2. Criminal usage of a Cyber Weapon  

a) Offensive: Trojan horses; e-mail bombs; denial-of-service tools; exploit scripts and programs that 

take advantage of vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows to gain access; root kits with Trojan 

system utilities, backdoors, and system log cleaners to cover tracks; and copyright crackers. Using 

known/unknown tools/capabilities for corporate espionage, data theft, phishing or defamation of any 

person in government or state controlled organization. Compromising UAVs, Auto Drive Vehicles, 

Medical Devices etc. to effect attacks like ransomware. 

b) Defensive: software tools used for tracing of origin of any particular cyber attack incidence. Anti-

piracy software or tools used to prevent data theft. 

c) Dual: Botnet, Firewalls developed by various corporate and states for a restrictive usage. Every 

device attached to Internet.  
 

3. Military usage of a Cyber Weapon 

a) Offensive: targeted cyber weapons or tools like worm, Electro Magnetic Pulse missile (CHAMP) 

etc, Drones, DDoS Attacks, Zero Day vulnerability Exploits.  

b) Defensive: Activating Anti DDOS attack tools, remotely activated jammers, DDOS tools 

activated by government agencies to ban or restrict the websites during war times. 

c) Dual: Botnet, Vulnerability tools detectors, password crackers, etc. 

International Warfare and Law Principles 

One might feel that there must be many laws governing this unconventional dimension of warfare 

but truth be told, there are not many. When one refers to international warfare peace and resilience, 

they are essentially referring to the UN Charter of 1945
16

 which lays down the resolution of 

withholding from use of force and limits the use only in cases of self defense. Since the World War 

II, it has been clear that the entire world stands in unison against any future war of the nature that 

happened back then. One of the products of this thought is the UN Charter of 1945 and particularly 

Articles 51 and 2(4). Although the provisions in question are in force and widely in use, it has not 
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prevented nations from practically developing and using nuclear, biological or cyber weapons. 

Article 2(4) of the UN Charter of 1945 states as under
17

:  

“All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the 

territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with 

the Purposes of the United Nations.” 

When one refers to the provisions of Article 2(4) of the Charter
18

, Article 51 is naturally read in 

harmony. It states as under: 

“Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-

defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security 

Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken 

by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the Security 

Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under 

the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or 

restore international peace and security.” 

It is clear through this provision that the only single exception to the rule of Article 2(4) is Article 51 

when a state is allowed the right of self-defense in case of an armed conflict. This reading does not 

clear the concept of “use of force”, however, the author substantiates the initial research on cyber 

weapons to conclusively state that in order to qualify a conflict as “armed” usage of weaponry is 

paramount. As a researcher has put it,  

“cyber attacks have the potential to reach out from cyberspace into the physical dimension, causing 

giant electrical generators to shred themselves, trains to derail, high-tension power-transmission 

lines to burn, gas pipelines to explode, aircraft to crash, weapons to malfunction, funds to disappear 

and enemy units to walk into ambushes.”
19

  

State Responsibility and Accreditation to an Attack 

The next question that comes to mind naturally is that should a state be held responsible for activities 

of its actors, hackers? On the point of state agents, it is clear that an attack is attributable to the state..  
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Article 4 
20

 suggests that „when state organ conducts an act, it is considered to be an act that state 

internationally. NSA is one example but many nations have started developing their own cyber cells, 

units, cyber military institutions etc. that perform activities ranging from defense to intelligence.‟ In 

some cases, these activities are outsourced to private entities which brings this question to the front. 

Although this tracing might seem like a bit of a challenge but in many cases, it has been found that in 

fact it is possible to trace states.  

What happens when non-state actors are involved? On this point, Article 51 is firstly silent whether a 

state can actually use self defense against a non-state actor. Now, these non-state actors could be 

hacker groups, hacktivists or private citizens motivated by certain ideologies and in possession of 

sufficient skillset to develop/use cyber weapons to cause an attack.  

Cyber Jus in Bello and Jus Ad Bellum 

Two separate bodies of law can apply to such usage of cyber weapons: jus ad bellum and jus in 

bello. Jus in Bello is a Latin term that means “law in waging war.” It is known also as international 

humanitarian law (IHL) 
21

 and the law of armed conflict (LOAC). IHL is aimed at minimizing 

unnecessary harm during a war using established rules to prevent certain type of use of weapons.  

The qualifications however, require an armed conflict for Jus in bello to apply. This implies that Jus 

in bello will apply only after a war is entered into. The fact remains that the world has not seen a 

formal or cold cyber war where nation states have opted in, so there is no consensus. But the 

researcher foresees a strong possibility that it might be the case very soon that nation states use cyber 

weapons instead of kinetic weapons. At the global level, first the clarification needs to be on the 

point as to what constitutes a cyber war. Only then can one dwell into Jus in bello. 

International Law stipulates that there are four basic considerations for Jus in bello to apply: 

Necessity, distinction, perfidy and neutrality. Article 52(2) of Addnl Protocol to Geneva Convention 

lays down that a military attack is lawful only “against those objects which by their nature, location, 

purpose or use make an effective contribution to military action and whose total or partial destruction 

offers a definite military advantage.” In order to use force on their own accord, it is hence, crucial for 

a state to keep a record of what the state knew of a computer network or resource to defend its 

actions once questioned globally. Though the last decade or so has seen increased number of attacks 

targeted at critical infrastructure yet there has been no use of the concept of Jus ad bellum because 

no cases have been taken to an International legal forum as such. Although the principle is about 
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deciding when responsive force is allowed in war, it gives little knowledge about legality of a cyber 

war and when an attack constitutes war enough to resort to responsive force 
22

.  

Another reason for this is that treaties that govern this principle of law are age old legislations. 

Deducing and replicating them in the cyber space is rarely possible. Jus in bellum rules guide a 

nation‟s decision as to whether an incident justifies engaging in armed conflict or triggers the 

provisions of the United Nations Charter of 1945.  

Questions, however arise about whether these principles of IHL would apply to the cyber space. 

Though there has been no formal recognition of the fact yet there is an implied usage by the ICJ of 

the Martens Clause in the Hague Convention IV of 1907 
23

 as was seen in case of legality of threat of 

usage of Nuclear Weapons. This usage extends the scope of IHL to situations beyond the 

conventions as per the dictates of human conscience 
24

. It is also to be noted that when a nation is to 

use force in self defense, it must essentially attribute the attack to another state. There has been some 

legal research on the point of application of traditional law to the cyber space. In the infamous 

International Court of Justice case titled Nicaragua
25

, it was held that “the prohibition on use of force 

is part of the customary international law and also Article 2(4) of the UN Charter. It has been 

observed that humanitarian law would apply to cyber operations between states when there is either 

declaration of war or cyber operations in context of an already existing conflict with or without the 

concomitant occurrence of kinetic hostilities.” 
26

. The ICJ also said in this case that an armed attack 

would be judged by a scale and effects test which could mean that an armed attack even if done by 

irregular forces would be termed as armed attack if carried out by regular military personnel. 

International law in its essence provides for instances when a state is permitted to use force against 

another state. Foremost is self-defense in response to an armed attack. This is by the power of 

customary international law and Article 51 of the United Nation‟s Charter. To qualify a cyber attack 

as an armed attack, there have to be weapons and hence, recognition of cyber weapons is paramount.  
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Role of Nation in case of attack  

One of the countermeasure to an attributed cyber attack is retorsion. A simple example could be 

denying access to the host country‟s servers or digital resources.
27

These are unfriendly yet perfectly 

legal ways in which an attack can be tackled. According to the International Law Commission‟s 

Rules on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, a victim state first must call 

upon the aggressor state to cease and desist a cyber attack before using force for self defense. 
28

In 

case the aggressor denies or does not comply, then the victim state can use active defense which is to 

include blocking access, counter attacks etc. This warning requirement may however be overlooked 

through the language of Art. 52 of the rules which states that “a victim state can take urgent 

countermeasures as may be necessary to preserve its rights.” It is pertinent to mention here that in 

cases of cyber attacks, time is of the essence. An aggressor state may build resilience and 

immunization against attacks by the time warning requirements are met. The ICJ also allows 

emergency countermeasures to be taken and the victim state is given discretion to determine the 

extent and levels of countermeasures.
29

  

Internet regulation as a resolve to combatting Cyber Warfare 

One of the strategies to combat this challenge is the current model/mode of operation where all 

nations conduct business as usual and traditional laws need to be interpreted to solve issues of 

conflict. That clearly is not the solution, because it leads to conflicts that render dissimilar results not 

just in situations but legal actions as well. There have been infamous international conflicts like the 

Yahoo! vs LICRA
30

 case that led the world to think what internet jurisdiction and regulation 

principles are. Even since then, after 15 years of the judgment, there are no laws clearly marking 

jurisdiction on the internet. Another issue is that of criminality of acts. An unending extradition fight 

of Lauri Love 
31

 proved how criminal justice is a far-fetched dream in offences committed on the 

internet in multiple jurisdictions. The Internet is not owned by anyone, it is a decentralized network 
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right now with centers of operation across the world 
32

. To put it into perspective, one can view the 

internet to be operated by international organizations that run its different functions. Bodies like 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers 

(ICANN) run its different functions which in a way vests them with the responsibility of governance. 

However, that does not give them the ownership of the Internet which is why nation states have over 

the years begun to regulate the Internet. 

Cyber Warfare: the most potent International Threat 

Needless to highlight, every dimension of a citizen‟s life is impacted by digital technologies in one 

way or the other. Historically, computer programs have been known to effect crimes otherwise 

considered impossible. In one such case of United States vs Morris
33

, a computer program sent 

across  to thousands of internet users caused their devices to automatically shut-down 
34

. From then 

to now, it is only imaginable the kind of systems that are in operation today and the kind of functions 

that they perform. From citizen essential services to military and nuclear capabilities of a country, all 

of them are connected through computer systems capable of disruption at a national level.How the 

world sees regulation.  

The Internet is perceived to everywhere but nowhere, still  in fact, it is subject to geography after all 

in architecture, hence to law 
35

. It may be a possibility in the distant future that the world actually 

does become a global village legally but the national and cultural values will always be different 

from place to place. From issues as small as communication and trade to as complex as capabilities 

of war are increasingly being governed by the mannerisms of the Internet. It is for that reason that 

Internet balkanization has become an urgent need. Another important facet is the realization of 

globalization. While actors on the internet feel that globalization is smoothing out the edges and 

ending conflicts leading to a government free and regulation-less internet, they fail to realize that the 
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power of nations protecting the way they are or the way they want to be is also dominant 
36

. The 

internet/online/virtual border concept is not a new one.  

The internet is in its native stages in terms of regulation 
37

 and possibly virtual borders would 

centralize it in a way so as to arguably remove its open access and democratic attributes. The 

challenge as has been identified by many researchers is identification of an environment that utilizes 

technological methods to respect rights of sovereign nations while upholding the unique nature of the 

Internet 
38

.  

The nuances of a borderless empire not only pose a threat to the nation states but to the interested 

parties also. In a legal conflict, parties are clear, liabilities are clear too but discerning which nation 

has jurisdiction because of the communication poses another legal challenge 
39

 which a balkanized 

model can possibly solve. As the knot on data protection and again dissimilar laws tighten, 

corporates are becoming wary and confused by some law of some state that might strangle their 

operations 
40

.  

A nation that limits/filters/blocks access to critical information and services offered by the state to 

only its individual citizens and not the internet is most certainly a safer one. Not just for protection of 

its own sovereignty but for the protection of users‟ privacy from foreign attacks. The next rationale 

to having a bordered/fenced cyber space is also rooted in the history of the world. When nations 

separated based on religion, belief systems, cultures etc. they essentially demarcated boundaries for 

themselves so that there could be peaceful lifestyles for all dismembered nations. The Internet‟s 

global dissemination happened without any international law, borders or processes 
41

 which means 

that there were no rules and still are none. In its initial years, everyone viewed internet as this global 

revolution to bring the world together until it was being slowly recognized and the researcher points 

again to the case of Yahoo! how cultural differences and belief systems do govern the internet. 
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Domestic Regulation 

One might debate the remote application of domestic regulation against Cyber Warfare and 

regulation, that too, of the way the internet operates. To speak as a proponent of the above theory of 

balkanization as a resolve to cyber warfare, the author highlights the following points:  

1. Regulation for protection against attacks 

2. Regulation to respond to attacks 

3. Regulation for protection against adverse law 

4. Regulation for enforcement of domestic law 

Regulation for protection against attacks 

Making the same case for India as China, Russia and EU to some extent have made for themselves, 

when one operates as a domestic island of the internet with a one way communication channel to the 

rest of the world, it essentially shields itself from any neighboring attacks. Quintessentially, in the 

next decade, each digital economy will need to go back to the basics and start regulating the internet 

at its source of entry into geographical territories.  

When some suggest that in fact the Internet is borderless, they are inherently forgetting that national 

sovereignty is underlined by the principle of territoriality which each nation wants to exercise today. 

When the subjects of Data Protection and Privacy are talked about on international forums today, 

one nation accepts privacy as fundamental, while the other doesn‟t. How does a country in such 

circumstances plan to execute national laws and principles and guarantee its citizens the basic 

fundamental rights, if any.  

Then comes the million-dollar question of how regulation protects against attacks. For beginners, a 

balkanized and regulated internet space in a country will be able to filter and block all outside attacks 

at the very brink of their occurrence. Attacks will never manifest into big blunders. In sandboxed 

environments, researchers, security experts and governments will be able to decipher exploits and 

prevent them from entering the ecosystem of the intranet of a country in itself.  

Assuming a Wannacry getting launched and the moment it enters the Indian Internet, it is detected to 

be a malware and then stopped. The nation knows exactly where the exploit has spread already and 

response mechanisms in furtherance to the same can be initiated accordingly. In addition, signatures 

may also be used to store and verify again on future occasions whether a new entrant in the local 

internet is a contaminant or not.  
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It is clear in the 21
st
 century that the Internet is a combination of infrastructure and the ideologies 

associated with it.
42

 It is therefore that this change has to perforate through national policy on the 

Internet along with change in the way architecture of the Internet is laid down. Russia for instance is 

termed as a master of using cyberspace to advance information agenda.
43

 It is often accredited to the 

architecture and balkanized model of the internet that the country follows. As a matter of fact, Russia 

adopts a rather unconventional approach of encouraging private citizens to participate in cyber 

operations when in need of national interests, setting up a kind of cyber command.
44

 

Regulation to respond to attacks 

Regulation is also needed in order to respond to attacks. First, if there is no internet regulation, a 

country might not be able to even ward off or prevent imminent threats. An attack cripples an 

economy and most of the response strategy is rectifying what is lost. In order to be able to respond 

first, regulation to combat needs to be in place.  

Then, to respond to cyber attacks, the balkanized model will act as the shield in warfare that will 

protect against counter attacks and crossfires. Policies need to be in place for justification as to attack 

methodologies and nature. Strategies of response need to be in place within any type of a regulation 

model. It is also necessary as has been seen through the research that there is mandatory disclosure 

or outreach to the U.N. in order to call for international peace. Countermeasures or self defense is not 

warranted primafacie
45

, sufficient evidence needs to be in place before any action is taken. 

Regulation will also ensure that this evidence is gathered and present in prescribed or uniform 

formats if a sanction for waging war is needed.  

Some suggestions might be at a tangent with the principle of international peace, however, experts 

continually suggest that the world is at a cyber war on the go, it is only that nobody is realizing it or 

talking about it because then they would have to stop. The objective of this dialogue is initiate a 

discussion about cyber weapons and state sponsored attacks against others.  

Regulation for protection against adverse law 

The case for protection against adverse law is rooted in the concept of international sanctions against 

a rogue state. While India will never grow out to be such a state but in order to assure protection, 
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regulation is the answer. For starters, regulation will help prove through empirical evidence the 

throughput of attacks and their severity which is needed in law.  

Government services and procurements for example in Germany are mandatorily to be stored in the 

German jurisdiction without fail. This will protect nations from litigation in matters that they get 

involved in as a result of a flaw in architectures of other states.
46

 

Regulation for enforcement of domestic law 

In cases of cyber attacks, cyber war or even otherwise, it is crucial for enforcement of domestic law 

that there is regulation to effect it. Today, one of the major problems that the country‟s law 

enforcement is facing is enforcement of domestic laws because regulation does not exist. Data is not 

localized, accessible or available to the law enforcement for investigation. Surveillance for national 

security on social media is almost not possible because the model of internet in India is such that 

data flowing in and out of the country is not regulated. 

This leads to a situation of chaos and haywires wherein neither is proactive policing nor enforcement 

of the law possible. If regulation clubbed with a balkanized approach is applied, it will further the 

protection to domestic actors and also protect the interests of the domestic law enforcement agencies.  

Conclusion- International Law and Cyber Peace 

Sometimes, warfare has to be resorted to in order to promote cyber peace. In April 2016, U.S. Cyber 

Command was tasked with its first every warfare assignment against the ISIL to carry out combats to 

disrupt its line of control. Proponents of protection of law will at this point wish to intervene and say 

that International law has to essentially apply in this case of armed conflict also because the U.S. is 

definitely going to use capabilities. In order to protect civilian interests and other domestic 

infrastructure, some international law has to apply but the territory is unchartered. The legal 

principles on this point of analysis whether there is military necessity or when an attack becomes an 

act of war, have been previously discussed.  

On the point of sovereignty of other states, remote operations through systems in other territory are 

not violative of any international law as long as there is sanction and no effect to that state‟s territory. 

This could be further debated that a counter attack against such an attack might be targeted at the 

intermediate state in such cases. Needless to say, the most challenging part in international law read 

with cyber peace is the problem of attribution. Technically, there has to be a lot of capacity building 
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in the domain of cyber forensics, per se, in order to have the necessary skill set for attribution which 

is otherwise missing. 

From a legal standpoint, customary international law is clear on the point of application of state 

responsibility in attributing acts. There are standards of analyzing whether state responsibility can be 

fixed based on the organs of a state test. The research has also established how even non-State actors 

can be considered to be acting under the state‟s supervision to call for self defense by the target state. 

It is also therefore suggested that committing acts through proxies will not protect states from 

liability or shield them from the law.  

On the point of countermeasures against attacks, states may resort to retorsions as discussed earlier. 

An example could be diplomatic sanctions. These are essentially those actions that do not violate 

International law. A state may however take actions that are violative as well in response to 

malicious activity that poses exceptional circumstances but then the law, in order to validate the 

actions will require the state to establish the exceptionality.  

In order to promote international cyber peace, it is necessary that there is a treaty and there are 

sanctions against military/armed usage of any cyber weapon. States will continue to feel that it is 

essential to have cyber capabilities because of law enforcement and other security reasons but the 

usage has to be controlled like that of biological or nuclear warfare. In conclusion, cyber space is a 

new territory but the law is in existence since decades. States are under the responsibility to identify 

existing legal frameworks or to develop their own if they want to survive attacks and live through 

this century. And the only way ahead is international cooperation and articulation of international 

standards and norms without which at one point of time, it would become highly difficult to control 

and monitor even citizen essential services in a State. The following suggestions are proposed: The 

state shall not engage in cyber-enabled theft of any other state‟s properties, confidential data or 

critical infrastructure data; 

The state shall not use against another any cyber weapon that can cripple critical infrastructure or 

citizen essential services; 

The state shall not undertake any countermeasures against cyber attacks unless attacks are attributed 

and must do so within the norms of international law without disrupting civilian networks; & the 

state shall cooperate in international investigations and other obligations from time to time.  
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